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Electroclinic effect and modulated phases in smectic liquid crystals
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We explore the possibility that the unusually large electroclinic effect observed in the smectic-A phase of a
ferroelectric liquid crystal arises from the presence of an ordered array of disclination lines and walls in a
smectic-C* phase. If the spacing of these defects is in the subvisible range, this modulated smectic-C* phase
would be similar macroscopically to a smectic-A phase. The application of an electric field distorts the array,
producing a large polarization, and hence a large electroclinic effect. We show that with suitable elastic
parameters and sufficiently large chirality, the modulated phase is favored over the smectic-A and helically
twisted smectic-C* phases. We propose various experimental tests of this scenario.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chiral liquid crystals exhibit a variety of interesting ph
nomena@1#. Chiral molecules tend to pack at a slight ang
with respect to their neighbors. This preferred packing le
to spontaneous twist in the molecular orientation, produc
phases such as the cholesteric and helically twisted sme
C* (Sm-C* ). In the case of two-dimensional Sm-C* films,
the chiral modulation of the molecular orientation cann
occur in a defect-free fashion. Instead, for large chirality,
system will form a modulated phase consisting of a regu
network of defect walls and possibly points. One possi
modulated phase is a ‘‘striped’’ phase consisting of a regu
array of parallel domain walls~Fig. 1!. In between these
walls the c director rotates in the sense preferred by
chirality. Another possible modulated phase consists o
hexagonal array of domain walls, with point defects loca
at the centers and corners of the hexagonal cells~Fig. 2!.

Chirality also leads to unusual effects in orientationa
disordered phases. As shown by Garoff and Meyer@2# using
symmetry arguments, if an electric field is applied to a s
tem of chiral molecules in the Sm-A phase, an average mo
lecular tilt will be produced, a response termed the elec
clinic effect. These symmetry arguments do not, howev
indicate the microscopic basis of the electroclinic effect.
date, two microscopic models have been proposed. In
first, the long axes of the molecules are assumed to be
pendicular to the smectic layers in the Sm-A phase. The elec
tric field causes the molecules to tilt, with an accompany
significant change in the smectic layer spacing. In the sec
scenario suggested by de Vrieset al. @3#, the molecules in the
Sm-A phase are assumed to be tilted even in the absenc
the electric field, but azimuthally disordered. The elect
field then induces azimuthal order, with no significant chan
in the smectic layer spacing. Experimental studies h
shown evidence for both models, at least in terms of
field-induced layer contraction. Recently Selingeret al. @4#
noted that the optical birefringence of the liquid crystal w
also distinguish between the two microscopic pictures.
cause the field induces orientational order in the sec
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model while simply tilting the already aligned molecules
the first, the birefringence should change dramatically in
former model, but not the latter. It appears that each of th
models has experimental validity, namely there are mater
with substantial layer contraction and weak field depende
in the birefringence, and other materials with the oppos
properties. However, even a detailed theory based on
second model@4# is unable to fully describe the experiment
data. Furthermore, many materials show an unusually la
electroclinic effect, well into the Sm-A phase. While it is
tempting to associate this large effect with strong critic
fluctuations@4#, a completely different molecular mechanis
may be relevant.

In this paper we propose a model for the microsco
origin of the electroclinic effect, one that shares some of
macroscopic characteristics of the de Vries scenario, spe
cally, no layer contraction and field dependent birefringen
We postulate that what is assumed to be a Sm-A phase in
some materials close to the Sm-C* –A transition, could in
fact be a modulated version of the smectic-C* phase, a net-
work of defects, walls, and lines, but one where the spac

FIG. 1. Striped modulated phase in a thin Sm-C* film. The
circular heads of the objects shown denote the heads of the loc
director; the vertical lines are domain walls where thec director
rotates by an angle of orderp.
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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between the defects is in the subvisible range. This mo
lated phase would have no long-range azimuthal order or
polarization in the absence of an electric field. Thus, ‘‘to t
eye,’’ this phase would appear to be a Sm-A phase. However
the application of an electric field distorts the structure of
defect array and leads to a large electroclinic effect. We n
describe our proposed modulated phase and its respon
an electric field in detail.

A bulk chiral Sm-C* can be described by the followin
elastic free energy@5#:

F5Ed3xF12K1~“•c!21
1

2
K2~c•“3c1q!2

1
1

2
K13~ ẑ•“3c!~c•“3c!

1
1

2
K3~ ẑ•“3c!22w ẑ•“3cG , ~1!

wherec is the projection of the nematic director on the pla
of the layers. We assume that the molecular tilt is unifo
and thusc is assumed to be of fixed length. Chirality appea
in two terms in this free energy. First, chirality induces
spontaneous twist of thec director as indicated in the secon
term on the right hand side of Eq.~1!, which is minimized in
a helical state with pitch 2p/q. Second, chirality induces
spontaneous bend within each smectic layer as indicate
the last term in the free energy, where we assumew.0. The
free energy as written is zero for the perfect helical state w
pitch 2p/q. Because the smectic-C* phase is ferroelectric
with the spontaneous polarization perpendicular toc, we
must add to this free energy an electrostatic term aris

FIG. 2. Hexagonal modulated phase in a thin Sm-C* film. There
is a 11 disclination at the center of each unit cell, and21/2 dis-
clinations at each corner. Domain walls where thec director rotates
by an angle of orderp bound the cell.
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from space charge density proportional toẑ•“3c. We ig-
nore this term for now, since we will find that in our pro
posed modulated phase, it adds only a constant to the
energy density, independent of the detailed structure of
model.

Considerable work has been done on analyzing Eq.~1! in
two-dimensionalchiral smectic liquid crystals, where th
terms proportional toK2 andK13 in the free energy above ar
absent, and thus, there will be no competition between
two chiral terms. While there is no competition between c
ral terms, the remaining chiral term introduces frustrati
and it is impossible to impose a spontaneous bend throu
out the system. Defects must be introduced, which sepa
domains of spontaneous bend, thus leading to a modul
phase. Two types of modulated phases have been propos
‘‘striped’’ phase~Fig. 1! with a one-dimensional modulatio
@6–8#, and a hexagonal phase~Fig. 2! with a two-
dimensional modulation. In the former case, parallel dom
walls separate regions of spontaneous bend, while the la
consists of a two-dimensional array of domain walls a
point disclinations. A point disclination of strength1 1 lies
at the center of each hexagonal cell, while the boundarie
the cell are domain walls where thec director rotates byp ~a
description of internal structures of these walls in terms o
nonfixed lengthc director field is given in@7,8#!. A point
disclination of strength21/2 is located at each corner of th
cell. The hexagonal phase that involves nearly pure ben
favored over the striped phase whenK1@K3. The size of the
unit cell is inversely proportional to the strength of th
chirality parameterw. The free energy of the hexagonal la
tice includes@see Eq.~5! below# an attractive logarithmic
interaction between the11 disclination at the center of th
cell and the2 1

2 disclinations at the corners. Thus, strong
chiral materials, where the unit cell is small, will favor th
interaction, and hence the hexagonal phase@1#.

Returning to the full three-dimensional free energy, E
~1!, we consider the possibility of a modulated phase. A b
modulated phase must somehow compromise between
two competing chirality-induced tendencies: spontaneous
layer bend and spontaneous twist about the layer normal
describe the electroclinic effect in our proposed scenario
bulk modulated phase must have zero net polarization. T
a bulk modulated phase produced by simply extending
two-dimensional striped phase in the third direction is n
acceptable, even if the pitch of the spontaneous twist w
assumed to be infinitely large. A three-dimensional model
a thick chiral smectic film was proposed in Ref.@9#, where
the in-plane modulation and domain walls are confined
surface regions, and the director twists in the interior of
film. Here we consider a space-filling modulated structu
with no need for surface structures.

Our starting point in constructing a suitable bulk mod
lated phase is the director configuration of the11 point
disclination at the center of the two-dimensional hexago
cell ~Fig. 2!. Expressing the c director as c
5@cosu(x,y),sinu(x,y)#, the angleu is given by

u~x,y!5f~x,y!1f0 , ~2!
4-2
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ELECTROCLINIC EFFECT AND MODULATED PHASES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 061704
where the polar anglef(x,y) is given by f(x,y)
5arctan(y/x), andf05p/2 ~for the sign of the chirality ap-
propriate to the structure shown in Fig. 2; for the oppos
sign of chirality,f052p/2, and the director circulation wil
be clockwise!. This configuration represents pure bend a
describes the director configuration away from the dom
walls, which bound the unit hexagonal cell. We now form
three-dimensional simple hexagonal lattice, with a unit c
of height h, and cross-sectional area as in the tw
dimensional case. We specify the director configuration
follows. In the midplane of the unit cell~taken to be thez
50 plane! we assume the perfect bend director configurat
of Eq. ~2!. We then introduce twist in thez direction, by
writing the angleu(x,y,z) of the c director as follows:

u~x,y,z!5f~x,y!1f0~z!, ~3!

with

f0~z!5p/21pz/l , 2h/2,z,h/2. ~4!

The pitch l of this helical structure will be determined b
minimizing the free energy density of the unit cell. With th
model for the modulated phase, theK13 andw terms in the
free energy, Eq.~1!, can be combined into a term like thew
term withwe f f5w1p/l . We find thatl is so large that for
simplicity we setwe f f5w.

Thus the unit cell has a11 disclination line running
along the centralz axis of the cell and parallel21/2 discli-
nation lines along the edges of the cell. Within the cell t
director twists along thez axis, in the sense preferred by th
chirality ~see Fig. 3!. The top and bottom faces of the ce
~perpendicular to thez axis! are domain walls where th

FIG. 3. A slice through the bulk hexagonal lattice atz5l /6,
showing how the director has twisted by an angle ofp/6 relative to
the z50 slice shown in Fig. 2.
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director undergoes a rotation by 2ph/l . The six other faces
of the cell are walls where thec director rotates byp.

The free energy density of the hexagonal unit cell~of side
R) relative to the helical state is given by

f5
2pKln~R/Ro!1K8

3A3R2/2
1K2S q2

2p

l
D 2

2
2 ln3wl

phR
sin~ph/2l !1

2AT

h
1

2AS

A3R
, ~5!

where we have assumed thatK15K35K to simplify the
elastic energy expression associated with the disclina
lines. The core size of the disclination lines is denoted
Ro , and we represent the domain wall energy per unit are
the top and bottom faces of the cell byAT , and the wall
energy per unit area of each side face byAS . The term pro-
portional to ln(R/a) includes the elastic energy per unit ce
associated with the11 disclination line at the center of th
cell and the surrounding21/2 disclination@8#. The termK8
represents the remainder of the splay-bend elastic energy
unit cell. The term proportional tow is obtained by integrat-
ing the corresponding term in Eq.~1! over the hexagonal uni
cell using the director profile Eq.~3!, thus ignoring the dis-
tortion of this profile near the edges of the cell.

Before minimizing this free energy density we consid
the response of the modulated state to an electric field,
the electroclinic effect. We assume that the direction of
molecular dipole momentp is given by c3 ẑ. In the two-
dimensional hexagonal modulated phase~see Fig. 2!, the
molecular dipole moments near the center of the cell w
point radially outward, given the bend configuration of thec
director. Thus, an electric field applied in the1x direction
will shift each11 disclination in the opposite direction, in
ducing a net polarization in the1x direction, as shown in
Fig. 4. For the three-dimensional cell we assume that the11
disclination lines at the cell centers also shift rigidly in th
opposite direction to the field, ignoring any possible bend
of the line due to the twist of the director in each cell~this
should be a higher-order effect in the electric susceptibilit!.
Assuming that the disclination lines shift by a distanced in
the2x direction, we find that the polarization~the net dipole
moment of a cell divided by its volumeV) is given to lead-
ing order ind by

P5
2dpl R

Va3
sin~ph/2l !, ~6!

wherep is the molecular dipole moment anda is the average
intermolecular spacing. In derivingP we have assumed tha
the unit cell is a cylinder of radiusR centered on the origina
position of the line; ignoring the hexagonal shape of the c
merely changes the numerical prefactor appearing in
above expression.

The distanced is determined by minimizing the change
the free energy density due to the presence of the field. D
placing the disclination line by a distanced costs elastic
energy proportional toKh(d/R)2. Thus,d is given by
4-3
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d5
pl ER3

Kha3
sin~ph/2l !, ~7!

the polarization by

P'
p2l 2R2E

Ka6h2
sin2~ph/2l !, ~8!

and the susceptibility by

xP[
dP

dE
5

p2l 2R2

Ka6h2
sin2~ph/2l !. ~9!

We now consider the minimization off, which is a func-
tion of R, l , andh. Minimizing first with respect toR, we
find the following condition:

R5
4pK

3 f W
ln~R/Ro8!, ~10!

where

f W5
wl A3ln 3

ph
sin~ph/2l !2AS , ~11!

and

FIG. 4. Thez50 slice through the bulk hexagonal lattice in th
presence of an electric field in the1x direction. The arrows here
represent the molecular dipole moments that are locally perpend
lar to the c director and lie in thex2y plane. The electric field
shifts the disclination line at the center of each cell to induce a
polarization in the direction of the field.
06170
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2
2

K8

2pK D . ~12!

Equation~10! has a solution forR.Ro8 providing f W.0.
This condition is physically equivalent@7# to requiring that
the domain wall energy of the side walls of the cell be ne
tive in a nonfixed length director model, where the wall e
ergy includes surface contributions, i.e., contributions fro
the total gradient term“3c. Numerical minimization of the
free energy density, Eq.~5!, with respect toR, l , and h,
~choosingK5K251, K85AT5AS50.1) indicates that for
values ofw that yield f ,0, ~i.e., when the modulated state
favored over the helical state!, h'105, l /h'100, and

2l

ph
sin~ph/2l !'1. ~13!

The conditionl @h is sensible, because in that case the
rector pattern in each cell will be nearly pure bend. In th
limit the condition f W.0 implies thatAS,wA3ln 3/2'w.

With l very large, the polarization space charge dens
proportional toẑ•“3c varies in each cell as 1/r , with r the
distance from the central disclination, and is almost indep
dent ofz. This produces an electric fieldE which is almost
purely radial, and constant in magnitude, considering the
to be approximated by a cylinder. At the outer boundary
the cell there is a surface charge that precisely cancels
charge in the interior of the cell, so that there is no elec
field outside each cell due to the charge distribution with
the cell and on its boundaries. Thus the electrostatic ene
density can be evaluated in a single cell, and is proportio
to E2, independent of the radius or height of the cell. A
though there are also ionic charges present in liquid cryst
typical estimates of their screening length indicate that th
would not alter the electric fields at the length scales we
considering.

Assuming thatl is large, as indicated by the numeric
minimization of Eq.~5!, ~specifically, l @q21), and using
Eq. ~13!, the free energy density Eq.~5! can be approximated
as

f 'K2q21
P0

2

8pe
2

A3 f W
2 @2 ln~R/Ro8!21#

8pK ln2~R/Ro8!
, ~14!

in which the electrostatic term, with spontaneous polari
tion densityP0 and dielectric constante, has been included

We determineR by numerically solving Eq.~10!, using
Eq. ~13!, and choosingK51, K85AS50.1 and K2q2

1P0
2/(8pe)50.0025; the results are shown in Fig. 5. Usin

these results forR we obtain the approximate free energ
density, Eq.~14!, as a function ofw ~as shown in Fig. 6,
choosingK251, AT50.1). We see that ifw*0.39, the hex-
agonal phase is favored over the helical state. The nume
minimization of the full expression for the free energy, E
~5!, indicates that in this phaseh'105, in units of an inter-
molecular spacing. Thus, the hexagonal phase in a real
tem would likely consist of a single lattice plane of hexag
nal cells, i.e., the system is effectively two dimensional.

u-

et
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From Eqs.~9! and ~13! we see that

xP;R2. ~15!

We plot xP as a function ofw in Fig. 7.

II. CONCLUSIONS

Returning now to the observations that motivated t
work, we can see that ifR is a subvisible length, then th
modulated phase would resemble a Sm-A phase, optically. In
our model, the apparent Sm-A to Sm-C* transition, as tem-
perature is lowered, would actually be mimicked by t
gradual change of physical parameters, so that below
transition temperature, the helical Sm-C* phase would have
lower free energy than the modulated phase.

FIG. 5. The sideR ~in units of Ro) of the hexagonal unit cel
determined by numerically solving Eq.~10!, using Eq.~13!, and
choosingK51, K85AS50.1, andK2q21P0

2/(8pe)50.0025.

FIG. 6. The approximate free energy density Eq.~14! as a func-
tion of w. The sideR of the unit cell is determined numerically from
Eq. ~10!. The parameters used are:K5K251, K85AT5AS50.1,
andK2q21P0

2/(8pe)50.0025.
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In our model, this would be a first-order transition. Sin
the driving term in the free energy density, Eq.~5!, favoring
the modulated phase is the term proportional tow, one could
say that ifw decreases as temperature is lowered while
other parameters remain constant, then whenw passes
through a particular value~about 0.39 in our calculated ex
ample! a first-order transition to the helical Sm-C* phase
would occur. Approaching this transition,R would be in-
creasing, as would the susceptibilityxP as seen in the figure
above.

The value ofR could well remain subvisible throughou
the range of the modulated phase. The electroclinic ef
could be large throughout the temperature range of
modulated phase, with a rapid increase as the transitio
the helical Sm-C* phase is approached. The mean smec
layer spacing would be almost constant through the ph
transition. In the modulated phase it would be governed
an average between the layer spacing in the bulk and tha
the side walls of the hexagonal cells, in which it is probab
larger, due to a smaller molecular tilt angle. Therefore, at
phase transition, when the walls disappear, a very slight
crease in mean layer spacing would result. Qualitative
these features agree with observations.

One could try to orchestrate a more physically appeal
model of how the parameters of the free energy mi
change with temperature. For instance,AS steadily increas-
ing would have essentially the same result asw steadily de-
creasing. More generally, any combination ofK2q2

1P0
2/(8pe) increasing and/orf W decreasing with falling

temperature could produce the qualitative features of the
parent Sm-A phase and the phase transition.

The most valuable test for the validity of this model
real materials would be the direct observation of the perio
structure of the modulated phase. The first appropriate s
optical probe that comes to mind is small angle x-ray diffra
tion, especially resonant x-ray diffraction that is most sen
tive to variations of molecular orientation in a structure@10#.
Hiroshi Yokoyama @11# has pointed out to us tha

FIG. 7. The susceptibilityxP in arbitrary units as a function o
w, determined from Eq.~15! and the numerical solution of Eq.~10!.
4-5
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atomic force microscopy might also be a suitable probe
the modulated phase structure is preserved in a thin la
deposited on a substrate.

Remarkably, in a recent paper@12# on one of the materials
whose properties stimulated this work, optical observati
consistent with a modulated phase, just at the transition f
the Sm-A to the Sm-C* phase, are reported. In a thin layer
material in the ‘‘bookshelf’’ geometry, i.e., the smectic laye
viewed edge on, thin parallel stripes are observed runn
,

q.

v.

e

06170
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perpendicular to the smectic layers. These stripes are po
bly consistent with the long thin hexagonal cells that w
propose here.
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